






















































































































































































































































































































	 	 	 	
Specific	film	or	industry	assistance	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	
Automotive	Transformation	Scheme	 ✓	 	 	
Ethanol	production	subsidies	 ✓	 	 	
Rural	Financial	Counselling	Service	 ✓	 	 	
Enterprise	Solutions	Program	 ✓	 	 	
GM	Holden	grant	 ✓	 	 	
Cadbury	Factory	funding	 ✓	 	 	
Steel	Transformation	Plan	 ✓	 	 	
Clean	Energy	Finance	Corporation	 ✓	 	 	
Small	Business	Advisory	Services	Program	 ✓	 	 	
Enterprise	Connect	 ✓	 	 	
Commercialisation	Australia	 ✓	 	 	
	 	 	 	
Screen	Australia	 	 ✓	 ✓	
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EXT. RACE TRACK - DAY1 1
A misty dawn shades horses being lead to the mounting yard.
Some jockeys loiter while others engage their mounts.
More horses thunder by down the track.
BRIDGET is checking the saddle tension on a horse that she 
speaks to in a slow, calm and loving voice.
BRIDGET
Whoah...its ok, you’ll do 
fine...they’re no threat. 
Easy...easy boy.
Her FATHER interrupts his conversation with two other men 
and angrily barks from a distance.
FATHER
Bridget!! Don’t waste your time 
on him.
As he turns away, she mounts the horse anyway and slips 
onto the track without notice.
EXT. TRACKSIDE - DAY2 2
Bridget’s father is standing with two men.
LOU
Look at me! I’m telling you--
Bridget’s father interrupts the first man.
FATHER
I can’t! I don’t have the money.
Smiling, the second man moves forward and softly places his 
hand on the father’s shoulder.
In a consoling manner, the second man RONNIE leans in and 
speaks calmly.
RONNIE
I don’t think you understand. Let 
me explain how this works.
Immediately, the second man punches him in the gut.
As he doubles over to the ground LOU departs.
LOU
(disappointed)
I was talkin’ ta him.
Ronnie shrugs it off, placing his foot on the man’s head.
EXT. RACE TRACK - DAY3 3
Bridget is breezing her horse down the back straight.
Several other horses are bunched in behind her.
She nuzzles in tight to the horse’s mane.
BRIDGET
Ok boy...ok.
As she rounds the last corner, she spots her father slumped 
on the ground.
EXT. TRACKSIDE - DAY4 4





I told you not to ride him!
BRIDGET
Are you ok? What happened? Don’t 
move.
FATHER
I’m fine, you just concentrate on 
working the horses that I ask you 
to.
Bridget assists him to his feet.
FATHER (CONT’D)
Now get going and get the rest 
done.
Hesitantly, Bridget returns to her horse while her father 
dusts himself off.
Bridget then leads her horse to the stable.
INT. STABLE - DAY5 5
Bridget is entering the stable with her horse.
She spots MATT giving an injection to one of the other 






Bridget wheels her horse COLE into the box stall, leaving 
all the gear on.
BRIDGET
(to Cole)
Sorry mate, it’ll have to wait.
Bridget grabs the horse in the next stall and leads it out 
of the stable past Matt.




Will you be here for long?
Matt turns and smiles suspiciously while quickly closing 
the top of his medication box.
MATT
No. Unfortunately I have another 
call to make. But I’m sure I’ll 
see ya tomorrow.
They connect again with a smile, and Bridget leaves the 
stable in a dreamy state.
EXT. HOMESTEAD - DAY6 6
Blue blue sky, and then white fills the frame.
A satin awning billows in the breeze.
Down we travel below the awning, revealing the verandah of 
the homestead, and JODIE and GLEN, standing as a couple, 
hands clasped, eyes locked.
Jodie, glowing, in a stunning wedding dress and Glen in his 
best jockey outfit? They are in the midst, apparently, of 
their wedding vows...
GLEN
Jodie. I take you as my lawfully 
wedded wife, to have and to hold 
from this day forward, for better 
or for worse, for richer, for 
poorer...





You’ve forgotten them already.
GLEN
(Glen clears his voice)
Ehmmm! Jodie. I take you as my 
awfully wedded wife.




(breaking into Jodie’s 
daydream)
Jodie. Jodie!! When you’re 
finished, can you untack Cole 
please. I left him in his stall 
with all his gear on.
EXT. OUTSIDE STABLE / TRACK - DAY7 7
Jodie, now back with reality, watching Glen walk his mount 
back into the mounting yard from the track and not paying 
full attention, steps back into a large pile of droppings, 
slips and falls to the ground while holding the reins of a 
horse. Close up of horse head stretched down to her face, 
horse POV, her POV, horse POV.
JODIE
Shit!




Ok, sure. I’ll get on it right 
away.
Bridget, leading the horse to the track entrance, connects 
eyes with PETER WILLIAMS, who is standing with the STATE 
RACING COMMISSIONER at the rail.
As she approaches, Bridget is trying to avoid them.
Williams turns to page two of the Herald, which he holds.
WILLIAMS
Nice work. I think its time for a 
new photo.
4.
Adjacent to a stock photo a newspaper article heading reads 
‘State Racing Commissioner cracks down on race rigging’. 
‘Investigation into money laundering continues’.
WILLIAMS (CONT’D)
Good morning Bridget, that’s a 
nice filly you’ve got there. Are 
you going to run her next week at 
Rosehill?
BRIDGET
Probably not, she still needs a 
little more work before the next 
city race. Of course its up to my 
Dad whether she’ll race or not.
WILLIAMS
Well, I’m sure you know best. 
Good luck.
Bridget heads out onto the track while the two of them 
continue to lean on the rails.
COMMISSIONER
They have some good horses this 
year, they might even challenge 
your best rides.
WILLIAMS
Oh I think not, these things have 
a way of turning in my favour.
COMMISSIONER
Yes, I’ve noticed that. The less 
said, the better.
WILLIAMS
So, are you in for poker tonight?
COMMISSIONER
Surely sir you are referring to 
the weekly trainers symposium.
WILLIAMS
(grinning)
Ah...yes, the symposium. Will you 






The sacrifices you make for this 
industry.
5.
A group of horses are powering down the straight and 
thunder by holding frame after they pass.
INT. STABLE - DAY8 8
Jodie is leading a horse in, and as she passes Cole’s 
stall, notices that all the gear has been removed.
She enters a stall and untacks her horse, giving it water 
and a biscuit of hay while she talks.
JODIE
(to the horse)
What is it with men, are they all 
so superficial, don’t they know 
that good things come in small 
packages. And why did he look at 
me that way, I’m not a chump. 
Doesn’t he realize what he’s 
missing out on. I’m a hot little 
number.
A horse whinnies in debate.
JODIE (CONT’D)
Well I’d like to think so!
Jodie closes the stall door, walks up to Cole’s stall, 
looks in and sees that he has fresh water and hay.
She pauses, perplexed, until Cole nods at her.
JODIE (CONT’D)
(to Cole)
Don’t give me any of that 
masculine crap or you’ll be a 
gelding before you know it.
Suddenly she hears a thundering kick against the outside 
stable wall.
EXT. OUTSIDE STABLE WALL - DAY9 9
JAMIE is struggling to calm a horse while LEONIE looks on.
LEONIE
Don’t stare at him.
JAMIE
Shouldn’t you be doing your hair?
LEONIE
What’s the point, you think I’m 





Jamie gives him an evil eye.
LEONIE










Leonie grabs the reins and the horse settles quickly. Jamie 
picks up the gear that has dropped to the ground.
LEONIE (CONT’D)
Let me know when you’re ready.
Jamie straightens his jacket and dusts himself off.
LEONIE (CONT’D)
(sarcastically)
Not that there’s any rush.
JAMIE
Back in a sec.
EXT. STABLE - DAY10 10
Jamie spots Bridget heading for the stable and darts over 
to speak to her.
JAMIE
Bridget. Hey, how’s it goin’? I 
thought I might drop by after 
lunch and ahh...see if you need 
anything done. I mean if the 




Jamie mutters to himself as he returns to Leonie.
7.
JAMIE
Great...shoes...for horses. What 
was I thinking.








Not exactly, but this is not 
about me.
JAMIE
What’s so funny about that?
LEONIE
Its just seems so optimistic.
Jamie is half working, half watching Bridget’s ass as she 
leads her horse to the stable entrance.
INT. STABLE - DAY11 11
The stable is perfectly quiet except for the clip clop, 
clip clop of horse hooves on the concrete.
It appears that all the horses are gone or at rest.
Bridget is happy that the days training session is at an 
end.





Bridget digs into her pocket and extracts a carrot for the 
stallion to eat.
She untacks the horse, tops up the water and starts to 
depart, but stops after passing all the seemingly vacant 
stalls.
Turning on a dime, she realizes there is something a miss 




Cole, oh baby what’s wrong?
INT. STABLE STALL - DAY12 12
The horse is lying on the ground and barely moving.
While she strokes his main a frightening thought occurs.
She stands, peers into the next stall and sees the same.
INT. STABLE - DAY13 13
Startled, she rushes down the corridor at an ever 
increasing pace glancing into all the stalls. Another horse 
down, another, another, another.
BRIDGET
OH! My god!
At the seventh stall she stops abruptly and is paralysed by 
what she sees.
A body lies face down and motionless.
INT. STABLE STALL - NIGHT14 14
Black.
DAY 2
EXT. CEMETARY - DAY15 15
Black frame pulls back to reveal a black casket at the 
cemetary gathering.
All is quiet with only the cry of a magpie and the 
increasing volume of the eulogy.
As the CHAPLAIN reads, Bridget’s vacant gaze dissolves into 
a clear, but distant view of the thugs RONNIE and LOU who 
flattened her father at the track.
Ronnie is casually rolling a cigarette.
He methodically rolls the tobacco and licks the edge of the 
fine white paper.






It was only a matter of time.
GUEST #1 (O.S.)
Actually. I am surprised that he 
got away with it for it for so 
long.
GUEST #2 (O.S.)
Yeah, well... that kinda’ thing 
can be brutal on your health.
GUEST #1 (O.S.)
Brutal? Positively fatal.
Several flowers are placed on the casket before the final 
words are said.
Bridget is in a near state of shock as BUD collects her and 
guides their way to the car.
As they travel down the pathway, Bridget and the thugs 
stare directly at each other.
BUD
Do you know them?
Bridget does not answer, and continues to stare, while Bud 
dismisses it as emotional shock.
As they approach the limo, Bud opens the rear door for 
Bridget while all four gaze deeply at each other.
Stunned, Bridget stands motionless at the door.
BUD (CONT’D)
Are you ok?
Again she ignores the question.
Ronnie lights his smoke.
BUD (CONT’D)
Bridget?
Bridget turns, and looks directly at Bud, and without 
saying a word she slides into the car.
Bud slams the door closed, with the sound of a gunshot.
INT. STABLE - DAY16 16
Matt holds a rifle overtop of the horse he just shot.
10.
Three horses are dead now, and three others barely clinging 
to life.
Cole’s breathing is shallow, as Matt places the stethoscope 
on the horse.
Opening the lid on his medication box, he removes a syringe 
and fills it from an ampule of medication.
He injects the horse, and tosses the syringe back into the 
box.
Matt scrolls through the menu on his mobile and speed dials 
a number.
MATT
Hey. Its Matt. Yeah, good thanks. 
I need a favour.
INT. BRIDGET’S HOUSE - DAY17 17
Bud and Glen are receiving a wave of guests that arrive 
after the funeral ceremony.
Bridget stands alone while several people offer their 
condolences.
Jodie is serving other guests with a platter of food.
A number of people serve themselves with beer from a table.
Bud interrupts Bridget from the expanding group of well 
wishers.
BUD
Bridget. Why don’t you take a 
little break. We’ve got 
everything under control here.
BRIDGET
Ok, maybe I’ll just lie down for 
a couple minutes. Excuse me.
Bridget heads off to her room.
GUEST #3
(to Bud)
Its a terrible thing to lose your 
father that way.
GUEST #4





Surely not on her own?
GUEST #4
She’ll have to sell.
BUD
I think she has enough to think 
about at the moment.
GUEST #3
Poor girl.
A drunken man careens through the conversation, spilling 
his beer and several others on the near by table.
DRUNKEN MAN
Bastards. Heartless bastards, 
they ruin the sport for the real 
people who care.
Now causing a bit of a scene, Bud assists the man towards 
the door.
DRUNKEN MAN (CONT’D)





No really, they don’t give a damn 
about us. All we are is the bling 
for their next trophy wife.
At the door, the man stumbles to the floor. Bud nods to 
Glen, who ushers him outside.
GLEN
Come on man! Get it together, 
you’re causing a scene.
Assisting the man to his feet, Glen props the man on his 
shoulder as they exit the house.
EXT. BRIDGET’S HOUSE - DAY18 18
Glen seats the man on the edge of the drive and hands him 
his handkerchief.
At the same time Glen notices two men sitting in a dark 
sedan parked across the road at the end of the drive.
12.
EXT. STABLE - DAY19 19
A car skids to a stop on the gravel outside the stable.
The driver retrieves a leather doctors bag from the back 
seat, and hurries through the main stable doors.
MATT
Jesus man, what took you so long?
The SENIOR VETERINARIAN drops the bag to the floor in mid 






Well, you’re not far off the 
mark. I’ve seen this before, and 





I have enough anti-venom for one 
proper dose... or we can gamble 
on a split and maybe save two.
MATT
Cut it three ways, and lets hope 
for the best.
Surprised, the Senior Veterinarian fumbles for his bag.
A long pause ensues while the Senior Veterinarian splits 
the dose into three separate syringes.
As the Senior Veterinarian prepares to inject the first 
horse, he looks to Matt for visual conformation.
The Senior Veterinarian, now showing a very obvious 
hesitation, looks again for another confirmation.
MATT (CONT’D)
Just do it!
The man injects the first horse.
13.
INT. BRIDGET’S HOUSE - DAY20 20
Glen answers a knock at the door.
Jodie serves Bud the last morsels from her tray, as Glen 
interrupts.
GLEN
Bud, there is a gentleman at the 
door who insists on seeing 
Bridget.
Bud peers through the crowd and recognizes the face.
BUD
Well I’ll be.
Bud navigates the crowd to approach MICHAEL, who is closing 




Michael, how very nice to see 
you.
MICHAEL
Yes, and its good to see that you 
are well.
They warmly shake hands.
BUD
When did you get in?
MICHAEL
My flight arrived a few hours 
ago. I would have made the 
funeral if it hadn’t been for the 
excessive security in San 
Francisco.
BUD
Well you’re here now, and that’s 
what counts.
MICHAEL
How’s Bridget taking it?
Glen breaks into the conversation.
GLEN
Excuse me gentlemen. Bud there 









Uhh, No, these are different 
kinda people.
Bud now turns to Glen with a confused expression, and Glen 
nods towards the front doorway.
As bud redirects his attention he recognizes the police.
INT. BRIDGET’S HOUSE HALLWAY - DAY21 21
In a quiet corner of the house, Bud speaks with the police.
DETECTIVE CONSTABLE BILL GANNON jots notes on a pad while 
DETECTIVE SERGEANT JOE FRIDAY investigates.
DETECTIVE FRIDAY
... that may be so, but we’ll 
need to see her anyway.
BUD
Can’t this wait until tomorrow?
DETECTIVE FRIDAY
No, I’m afraid not. We have a 




Bud pans across the crowded room, then reacquires eye 
contact with the Detective.
BUD (CONT’D)
Would it be possible for you to 
wait in the car and we’ll meet 
you out front.
The detective now pans across the crowded room.
DETECTIVE FRIDAY
We’ll be outside.
INT. POLICE STATION - DAY22 22
At the Station House, Bridget scrolls through mug shots on 
a computer.
15.
In a separate corner the Detectives discusses the results 
of her interview.
Gannon flips through his note pad.
OFFICER GANNON
She hardly seems the type.
DETECTIVE FRIDAY
Yeah. Not exactly a hardened 
criminal.
OFFICER GANNON
Besides, there’s no indication 
that there was even foul play.
Friday raises his eyebrows.
DETECTIVE FRIDAY
(sarcastically)
Right. I can hardly draw the 
parallel, 6 horses dead and the 
body of their trainer, all neatly 
lined up in one stable.
OFFICER GANNON
Actually, there’s only 3 dead 
horses a this point.
DETECTIVE FRIDAY
Regardless. This whole thing 
reeks of foul play.
OFFICER GANNON
So, should we hold her?
DETECTIVE FRIDAY
No. Just draft the statement 
about the men at the track, then 
drop her back home.
INT. BRIDGET’S HOUSE KITCHEN - NIGHT23 23
Michael is emptying the dishwasher as Bridget enters the 
kitchen.
Bridget opens the fridge and picks at the leftovers.
Michael removes the towel from his shoulder and neatly 
folds it over his arm before seating Bridget at the table 
like an experienced Maître d’.
MICHAEL
Shall I mix you a drink?




Michael. I haven’t seen you for 
ten years. Where the hell have 
you been?
Michael stops for the moment and fidgets with the utensils.
MICHAEL
I just couldn’t take it anymore, 
you don’t really know what it was 
like.
He continues, carefully placing a perfect setting in front 
of her. 
BRIDGET
I know exactly what its like, 
I’ve been here since you left.
MICHAEL
Yes, but it is different for you, 
Dad always treated you--
BRIDGET
Dad treated me the same as you, 
so don’t give me that excuse. You 
know full well what he was like 
after Mom died. You could have 
called or at the very least 
stayed in touch. For all I know, 
you could have been dead.
Michael preparing Bridget’s meal.
MICHAEL
Yes... sorry. I just had to get 
away.
BRIDGET
But you didn’t even say goodbye.
He kicks up his tone and serves Bridget a plate that would 
rival any Michelin starred chef.
MICHAEL
Oh my goodness, you have no idea 
how exciting San Francisco can 
be. The grotto, sour dough bread 
and the nightlife is just 
incredible.
He fills a glass for Bridget as she chows down.
MICHAEL (CONT’D)
I have the cutest little 
apartment in The Castro--
17.
Bridget drops the utensils on the plate.
BRIDGET
Michael, why are you here?
Michael straddles a chair and joins Bridget at the table.
MICHAEL
Fair enough, I did run, and left 
you on your own, and for that I’m 
sorry.
Bridget looks up from her plate.
MICHAEL (CONT’D)




...and I have thought about you 




Come on, Bubblez... we’re all 
that’s left. Bubblezzzzz.
BRIDGET
Don’t even try that on me Michael 











INT. STABLE STALL - MORNING24 24
The early morning sun beams through the windows.
18.
Jodie slops the muck from a stall floor into a wheel 
barrow.
Air-brakes from a semi-trailer vent audibly outside.




Is it Thursday already? Where did 
the week go?
TRUCK DRIVER 1
I know what you mean, gone in a 
flash. Is Bridget around?
Jodie stands the rake in the corner and straightens her 
hair and blouse.
JODIE
She is away today, is there 
anything I can help you with?
The Driver pauses, then taps his pen on the clipboard.
TRUCK DRIVER 1
Well...
Jodie flicks her hair and fluffs her blouse after loosening 
an extra button or two.
JODIE
Surely there must be something I 
can do to help you out.
TRUCK DRIVER 1
Well, you see, I’ve got the grain 
delivery for the stable, but the 
instructions say that I have to 
collect payment for last months 
bill first or its cash on 
delivery.
JODIE
Humm, lets take a look at that.
Jodie squeezes up tight to the Driver and places her hand 
onto of his hand and the clipboard.
She scans the document.
JODIE (CONT’D)
So it does.
The Drive leans away slightly as Jodie becomes too obvious.
19.
JODIE (CONT’D)
I can’t imagine anyone really 





Oh, come on, its not that big a 
deal.
Jodie skillful manipulates the pen from his hand and signs 
the delivery docket on the clipboard.
She slides the pen softly into his shirt pocket, then 
straightens his collar.
JODIE (CONT’D)
See... that wasn’t hard.
A pause lingers in the air, as Jodie produces her best 
flirtacious smile.
TRUCK DRIVER 1
Alright. But that’s it. COD for 
the rest, until your account is 
paid.
EXT. HORSE TRANSPORT PARKING - DAY25 25
A LandCruiser, with horse trailer attached, is positioned 
between several larger trucks.
Bridget is carefully coaxing a horse out of the float.
As always, she chats to them in a calming tone.
BRIDGET
(to the horse)
Ok sweet pie, this is your day. 
You really need to be on your 
best behavior. We can’t pay the 
bills, if you don’t produce the 
goods.
Jodie’s Nissan meanders through the parking lot, then 
crosses onto the grass of the loading yard. As she 
scrutinizes the rows for the LandCruiser she spots Bridget 
unloading the horses and approaches with the window down.
JODIE
(from the car window)
I hope that Maria can pull 
something out today, cause we 




Jodie squeezes the subcompact into a tiny space between two 
huge semi trailers, then wriggles out through the sliver of 
a door opening.
JODIE
You heard me. They just cut us 




I managed to get the last load 
delivered, but we’re not gettin’ 
anymore.




Today’s the day baby, time to 
earn your keep.












She just pulled up lame.
Bridget inspects the left rear leg, then squats on the 
ground in utter disappointment, pushing back the tears.
EXT. RACE TRACK - DAY26 26
With a smashing clang, the starting gates open and a wave 
of horses explode onto the track.
21.
RACE CALLER (V.O.)
They’re off and racing... 
Freemasin and Rebellion begin 
nicely...
The Race Caller rips through the ranking’s over the PA 
system.
A cluster of horses muscle down the back straight.
The front runners align cleanly as they round the first 
corner.
EXT. BETTING RING - DAY27 27
A gaggle of punters flock around the Bookies as the race 
highlights are presented on the monitors.
Some jump for joy, while others toss their ticket stubs 
like down from a pillow.
The PA sounds again with the lead-up to the next race.
The Bookies slash the odds with a simple nod from Williams 
as he casually saunters by. The fix is in.
EXT. TRACKSIDE - DAY28 28
Jodie and Michael lean on a rail while studying Glen’s 
taught physique.
MICHAEL
Shoooooe...him and those 
jodhpurs.
Jodie and Michael both sigh in unison.
Mesmerized by their desire, they both slip into a dream.
EXT. ROCKY SHORELINE - DAY29 29
A churning mass of waves hammer the rocky columns along the 
shore.
Two lovers, Jodie and Glen, negotiate the path down to the 
sand.
With intense desire they strip to their essentials.
EXT. TRACKSIDE - DAY30 30
A mass of horses thunder past Jodie and Michael.
22.
JODIE
I’ll bet he’s sweeter than a 
puppy.
MICHAEL
No... not his type, he knows the 





Listen. He’s been servicing every 
filly south of the state line. 
When I was back at the pub I 





Ok...No! But all these flashy 
celebrities are the same. So 
don’t tell me!
JODIE
I’m not telling you... you’re 
telling me??
EXT. SECLUDED BEACH - DAY31 31
Ocean waves crash onto each other, when suddenly a rouge 
wave lurches up onto the sand consuming the two lovers as 
they lie embraced in a passionate kiss.
They roll, then playfully chase one another up to their 
towel.
Jodie throws herself down onto her back.
Glen stops above her to consume the beauty before him.
Then, in one deliberate motion he drops to his knees while 
throwing himself down to her lips.
A wondrous score resinates across the moment of romantic 
bliss, until, like a scratched record, the close up reveals 
Glen kissing Michael on the beach.




EXT. SECLUDED BEACH - DAY33 33
MICHAEL
(to Glen)
I never knew it could be like 
this.
EXT. TRACKSIDE - DAY34 34
JODIE
Yeahhh!... Uhhh, that’s because 
it isn’t!!
Jodie looks sternly at Michael.
JODIE (CONT’D)
You know Michael, it’s hard 
enough as it is, without you 
butting in.
Michael snickers privately.
INT. RACE TRACK STALL - DAY35 35
Next to Bridget’s stall, the odds on favorite hits the hay, 
to the surprise of all who are gathered around.
The post bell rings.
EXT. RACE TRACK - DAY36 36
Streaking down the track, a bunched conglomerate of horses 
vies for position.
The PA blares with the Race Caller’s voice.
RACE CALLER (V.O.)
... Predatory Prize has jumped 
away ok, so to has Via Macchino. 
Bread Winner is fast coming up. 
Zabeet away quickly.
INT. MEDIA BOX - DAY37 37
The Race Caller, with his fifties style hat, squints 
through the binoculars as he sprays the microphone with his 
spit from the call.
RACE CALLER
Here comes Daffadill with Via 
Macchino driving strong. 
24.
(MORE)
Into the lead comes Roman Empire, 
followed closely by Regal Ransom 
and coming over from outside 
barriers is Maria’s Choice.
EXT. TRACKSIDE - DAY38 38
Jodie fists Michael in the arm and starts to bounce on the 
same square of turf.
Michael calmly glances at his shoulder and dusts off the 
punch wrinkle daintily.
RACE CALLER (V.O.)
The charge onto the first turn is 
lead by Via Macchino, Zabeet, 
Regal Ransom and Daffadill posted 
out four wide.
INT. MEDIA BOX - DAY39 39
The Race Caller wipes his mouth quickly and continues.
RACE CALLER
Dale Pains’ got LA Wonder tucked 
in nicely behind with lots of 
speed, and then followed by Roman 
Empire on the rails.
EXT. RACE TRACK - DAY40 40
Jockeys jostle for position.
RACE CALLER (V.O.)
A length and a half away Tommy 
Treoll just caught a little wide 
at the moment on the outside with 
Daffadill...
INT. MEDIA BOX - DAY41 41
RACE CALLER
...and they’re followed by Faster 
O’Riely checking the heels, on 
the fence. A length and a half, 
and Predatory Prize couldn’t get 
in, he’s caught four wide around 
the outside there.
EXT. TRACKSIDE - DAY42 42






Harris Meed is on the rail 
now with Regal Ransom, so 
they can’t get in. Predatory 
Prize is still posted four 
deep there and followed then 
by, Faster O’Riely.
INT. MEDIA BOX - DAY43 43
RACE CALLER
Ready to Gift is last of all. Its 
Zabeet the leader, with 1400 to 
go in the Classic. He shows the 
way as he’s out by a length and a 
half.
EXT. GRANDSTAND - DAY44 44
All eyes from the crowded Grandstand are locked on the 
horses.
RACE CALLER (V.O.)
Via Macchino up second on the 
outside of LA Wonder who’s 
getting a dream run ahead of 
Bread Winner. Two lengths to 
Bright Vision followed closely by 
Maria’s Choice.
EXT. TRACKSIDE - DAY45 45
JODIE
Whoop! Whoop! Whoop!
Michael is bouncing now and imitating Jodie.
MICHAEL
Whoop. Whoop.
INT. MEDIA BOX - DAY46 46
RACE CALLER
Two lengths to Hard Ruler, and 
Roman Empire who are nicely 
poised, two more for Tommy 
Treoll’s Daffadill, and Hercules. 
A length and a half to Sam Hare 
on Faster O’Riely. They’ve got 
800 meters to go in the cup now, 
and Zabeet has the lead ahead of 
Via Macchino, LA Wonder and 
Bright Vision is fourth. 
26.
(MORE)
Two lengths further back is 
Maria’s Choice there followed by 
Hard Ruler...
The Caller’s enthusiasm is ramping up now as the cluster of 
horses approach the last turn.
EXT. TRACKSIDE - DAY47 47
Bridget arrives at the fence to join Jodie and Michael.
BRIDGET
What’s happening?




...who’s starting a move. 
There’s three lengths to 
Daffadill and Tommy Treoll is 
riding hard...
EXT. GRANDSTAND - DAY48 48
Several people in the crowd are standing now.
INT. MEDIA BOX - DAY49 49
RACE CALLER
Its Zabeet, Via Macchino and LA 
Wonder.
EXT. RACE TRACK - DAY50 50
Jockeys are desperately scanning for openings.
RACE CALLER (V.O.)
...Bright Vision is coming at 
them with Maria’s Choice right on 
her tail. Roman Empire’s looking 
for a run, he’s travelling well, 
and Hard Ruler’s coming around 
the outside, and then Daffadill.
INT. MEDIA BOX - DAY51 51
RACE CALLER
Via Macchino takes the lead. 
Roman Empire desperately trying 
to get through. Veegas’ on the 
outside, and he’s got the split 
now on Roman Empire.
27.
RACE CALLER (CONT'D)
EXT. TRACKSIDE - DAY52 52
Bridget's nervousness now spreads like an infectious wave 
over Jodie and Michael.
Instantly, the trio, all become nervous.
RACE CALLER (V.O.)
At the 200 race to the lead, 
Maria’s Choice getting up on the 
inside of LA Wonder.
EXT. RACE TRACK - DAY53 53
Jockeys viciously whip their rides into submission.
INT. MEDIA BOX - DAY54 54
RACE CALLER
Via Macchino right over on the 
fence...
EXT. GRANDSTAND - DAY55 55
The crowd is on their feet.
INT. PRIVATE BOX - DAY56 56
Williams, still sitting as others stand, tilts back a flute 
of Champagne in one gulp.
EXT. TRACKSIDE - DAY57 57
The trio now holding hands like nervous school girls.
RACE CALLER (V.O.)
...hitting the dough for 
Williams.
INT. MEDIA BOX - DAY58 58
RACE CALLER
Via Macchino in Front of Zabeet. 
Via Macchino is clear.
EXT. GRANDSTAND - DAY59 59
The crowd goes wild.
28.
RACE CALLER (V.O.)
And Via Macchino will win the Cup 
by a length to Zabeet.
EXT. RACE TRACK - DAY60 60
The horses cross the finish line.
RACE CALLER (V.O.)
Maria’s Choice is three quarters 
of the way third and a close 
fourth for LA Wonder...
EXT. TRACKSIDE - DAY61 61
The trio hug in celebration of the third place finish.
RACE CALLER (V.O.)
...Daffadill and Regal Ransom, 
Faster O’Riely, Roman Empire, 
Bread Winner, Bright Vision and 
further back...
Suddenly the PA is silent for a period of time.
After a screech of feedback, the Race Caller announces.
RACE CALLER (V.O.) (CONT’D)
Hold all tickets please!
The mic is open and we hear muffled voices and movement.
RACE CALLER (V.O.) (CONT’D)
Via Macchino is disqualified.
Bridget, Jodie and Michael scream as they jump for joy.
The Callers voice on the PA is almost drowned out by the 
screaming girls.
JODIE
Ahhhh! That means we’re second!
Friends and colleagues surround them, as congratulations 
flow.
EXT. GRANDSTAND - DAY62 62
The crowd is emptying.
29.
EXT. RACE TRACK - DAY63 63
As the winning horses exit the track, Zabeet staggers and 
collapses.
RACE CALLER (V.O.)
Will Peter Williams please come 
to the Stewards Office.
EXT. TRACKSIDE - DAY64 64
Hardly believing their good fortune, hugs and kisses are 
liberally thrown about.
A second announcement rings across the PA system.
RACE CALLER (V.O.)
Will Henry Tanner please come to 
the Stewards Office.
This announcement instantly silences the girls.
Bewildered, they look at each other and all eyes land on 
Bridget.
Henry Tanner, Bridget’s father, is dead?
INT. STEWARDS OFFICE - DAY65 65
Inside the Stewards Office, officials deliberate about the 
substitution.
The CHIEF STEWARD listens to the other Stewards as Williams 
stands close by.
STEWARD #1
...for god sakes, the paint came 
off on my hands. My kids can 
paint better than that.
CHIEF STEWARD
So do we know what horse it is?
STEWARD #2
No, not yet. But it’s definitely 
not Via Macchino.
The Chief Steward looks directly at the other stewards.
STEWARD #1
It’s not Via Macchino.
STEWARD #3
Nope, it’s not Via Macchino.
30.
The Chief Steward now turns to Williams, who is casual and 
relaxed.
CHIEF STEWARD
Well Peter, what do you have to 
say? Because it doesn’t seem to 
be the horse you entered.
WILLIAMS
No idea! I can only imagine it 
was one of my staff.
The other Stewards erupt in dismay, as they clearly know 
this is a lie.
CHIEF STEWARD
Yes, well regardless of who’s to 
blame... you entered the horse, 
and as such are responsible for 
any irregularities. It’s not Via 
Macchino, and it IS disqualified.
The Chief Steward Scratches the Name from the placing 
printout on his clipboard.
CHIEF STEWARD (CONT’D)
The further matter, of your 
knowledge in the substitution 
will be taken up by the State 
Racing Commission.
Reluctantly, the Chief Steward congratulates Williams on 
Zabeet’s, now, first place finish.
CHIEF STEWARD (CONT’D)
And congratulations on your 
first, I hope he survives.
Shifting his focus to Bridget, the Chief Steward proceeds 
towards her.
CHIEF STEWARD (CONT’D)
Hello Bridget, I’m sorry to hear 
about your father.
A long silence ensues as the unsaid dialogue between the 
two takes place.
Flipping documents on his clipboard, he continues.
CHIEF STEWARD (CONT’D)
I noticed however, that he 
somehow managed to enter two 
horses today.
Another painfully long pause drags until Bud appears next 
to Bridget in the crowded room.
31.






The Chief Steward addresses them both now.
CHIEF STEWARD (CONT’D)
(to Bridget)
You do realize Bridget, that you 
are not a licensed trainer, and 
it’s your father who is the 
trainer on record.
Bud pipes up quickly, as he stares directly at the Chief 
Steward.
BUD
That’s ok Bill, I think I saw 
Henry his morning at weigh-in.
A tear breaks on Bridget's face, as they all know quite 
well that Henry is dead.
CHIEF STEWARD
Right, but let me remind you , 
the rules are very clear. You 
have to be a LICENSED trainer to 
be able to race. If he wasn’t 
here, for instance, your 2nd 
place finisher would be 
disqualified.
The Chief Steward flips another page on the clipboard.
CHIEF STEWARD (CONT’D)
Anyway, congratulations on the 
finish. I think 2nd is paying out 
well.
He turns directly to Bud.
CHIEF STEWARD (CONT’D)
(to Bud)
Make no mistake... I’ll have to 
see him with my own two eyes next 
time.
The Chief Steward moves on as a teary Bridget embraces Bud.
32.
INT. VETERINARY HOSPITAL SURGERY - DAY66 66
Pulling back from an endoscopic view of a horses throat to 
a screen full of bloody nostrils, filling a pool of red on 
the floor of the surgery.
A Vet leans in with an expression of extreme concern.
VETERINARIAN #1
He’s got a temperature of a 
thirty nine point...
INT. VETERINARY HOSPITAL LUNCHROOM - DAY67 67
Vet#1 is making a cuppa. Vet#2 is unpacking his lunch bag, 




And why do we care?
VETERINARIAN #1
Because we’re human beings and 
that’s what we do!
VETERINARIAN #2
You know these guys push them 
past the limit; they couldn’t 
care less about the consequences. 
Tubed with a belly full Bicarb no 
doubt and who knows how much 
Phenylbutazone to mask the pain.
VETERINARIAN #1 
They said he had been ridden 
easy... only won by a length.
VETERINARIAN #2
(sarcastically)
Nowhere near Caviar’s win at the 
Valley.
He throws his teaspoon across the room into the sink.
VETERINARIAN #2 (CONT’D)
And you believe him?
33.
VETERINARIAN #1
Hey, the guy looks like he’s from 
the Gabbo family, not the type 
who enjoys an interrogation 
without a bright light in his 
face and a good beating. I’m the 
good cop you know.
VETERINARIAN #3
(looking at the chart)
Oh my god! He asked you to put 
him down?
VETERINARIAN #1
Yeah. When I asked him what his 
plans were, he seemed to be on a 
mission.
INT. VETERINARY HOSPITAL SURGERY - DAY68 68
VET #1 converses with the Handler, while an assistant mops 
up a bucket of blood from the floor.
The Vet is removing blood stained surgical gloves.
VETERINARIAN #1
Look, he’s just suffered a severe 
pulmonary hemorrhage. Bleeding 
into his lungs.
The Vet skids on the slippery red floor.
VETERINARIAN #1 (CONT’D)
If we’re not careful he could 
drown in his own blood.
The Vet shoves the ultrasound cart aside.
VETERINARIAN #1 (CONT’D)
Give it a rest, there’s no chance 
for next weekend and you’ll be 
lucky if he races again this 
year.
HANDLER
Uhmm...so its serious? No racing 
this week.
VETERINARIAN #1
That’s right, and if you don’t 
take it easy he may not race 
again. Ever!




A bleeder. Ok. Yeah.
He turns back to the Vet.
HANDLER (CONT’D)
(to the Vet)
You need to put him down.




Insurance! If the horse can’t 
race, its worthless to the 
owners, just one big expense with 
no chance to return their 
investment--
VETERINARIAN #2
On the other hand, if the horse 
is destroyed for “humane 
purposes”, the insurance will 
payout the claim and the 
investors can get their money 
back, go out and buy a new horse--
VETERINARIAN #1 
And the whole cycle starts again.
VETERINARIAN #3
That’s unbelievable. What a 
waste.
VETERINARIAN #1 
Yeah, and apparently he was a 
ring-in.
One of the Vets is leaning on the sink, while the other two 
are finishing up.
VETERINARIAN #1 (CONT’D)
I gave him a dose of Lasix, he’ll 
be alright.
The receptionist opens the lunchroom door and peers in.
RECEPTIONIST
Uhh... Don Corleone wants to see 
you.
35.
INT. MEMBERS LOUNGE - DAY70 70
In a finely appointed dining room, several groups of 
eloquently dressed socialites are seated at large circular 
tables.
Williams enjoys a meal, as he brags of his winnings.
Beside him sits the State Racing Commissioner who is 
intentionally ignoring the conversation.
WILLIAMS
Spectacular, don’t you think?
GUEST #6
(mouth full of food)
Emmmm.
WILLIAMS
Once again, right on the nose, I 
told you, you wouldn’t be 
disappointed.
GUEST #7
It’s quite impressive. Four for 
six races. That’s almost 
unbeatable.
WILLIAMS
Yes... if I must say so myself.
GUEST #6
And what of Via Macchino?
WILLIAMS
Idiots. It wasn’t the Venice 
Biennale. You think they could 
have at least let the paint dry.
EXT. TRACKSIDE - DAY71 71
Matt questions a strapper at Williams stalls.
MATT
How much did they use?
STRAPPER
I can’t say for sure. Half a 
syringe maybe?
MATT
Did you tube him?
STRAPPER
No!... I didn’t tube him.
36.
MATT
Alright, did anyone tube him??
The Strapper looks everywhere except for Matt’s eyes.
STRAPPER
Uhmmm... But no more than usual.
MATT
Fine.
Matt pulls a wad of cash from his pocket and peels off a 




I know... Tell anyone else.
INT. HOTEL ROOM - DAY72 72
A Bookie lies shitfaced on a blanket of cash.
Nuzzled beside him are two big breasted women who are 
scantly dressed.
With a bottle of Jack in one hand and his Nokia in the 
other, he makes a call.
INT. MEMBERS LOUNGE - DAY73 73
Williams coat pocket rings.
As he answers, the Bookie’s voice blares out of the 
speaker, easily heard by all at the table.
BOOKIE
We won, and WE WON...
INT. HOTEL ROOM - DAY74 74
BOOKIE
...BIG!
The Bookie drains the bottle of Jack all over his face, and 
the girls throw the money about.
INT. MEMBERS LOUNGE - DAY75 75




Oh, baby...do that thing...
The girls voices and giggles are clearly heard by all.
The Commissioner immediately wipes his mouth, throws his 
napkin onto his steak, and stands.
He straightens and buttons his jacket.
COMMISSIONER
Peter, you better cool it!
The Commissioner abruptly leaves.
INT. BRIDGET’S HOUSE - NIGHT76 76
Bridget, Jodie and Michael sift through a pile of bills.
They sort them into several related stacks, Bank 
statements, feed, utilities, and the rest.
One small mound of five invoices, represents the income.
JODIE
Holy crap! Six hundred dollars 
for rodent management. That’s 
gotta be one big rat. Where’s the 
rifle cause I ain’t goin’ back in 
that barn alone.
Michael snatches the bill from Jodie and reads it aloud.
MICHAEL
January, February, March, 
April... oh come on, its four 
months. We’re only talking about 
a few little mice here. Come come 
my dear, aren’t you being a 
little anal retentive.
JODIE
Look. I don’t like croutons in my 
salad, and I don’t do mice, or 
rats for that matter. Someone 
call in the dogs, because even 
one of those furry little 
critters is quarantinable for me.
Bridget snaps the bill away from Michael.
BRIDGET
Focus please! We have to get this 
done.













Don’t swat them, you’re setting 
them off.
JODIE
I’ll set you off, if you don’t 
quit it.
Bridget taps the calculator button, and the machine spits 
out a long reel of paper.
She falls back into the chair when it stops with the total.
BRIDGET
Oh my god!
Michael and Jodie cease the fooling around and reach across 
the table in unison. Michael slaps Jodie’s hand and spins 
the calculator into view.
He is momentarily stunned.
MICHAEL
That’s impossible, you must have 
made a mistake.
BRIDGET
There’s no mistake Michael. 




I’ll say. Six figures bad.




Another pause lingers as Bridget thinks.
She flips a bill over and runs a line straight down the 
middle of the page.
BRIDGET
Ok, lets size it all up.
She writes FOR and AGAINST in the columns.
BRIDGET (CONT’D)
For! We have the property. We 
have 18 horses in training. We, 
weeee...
She scans the table surface.
BRIDGET (CONT’D)
Weeee...ll’ come back to that. 
Against! We have the mother of 
all mortgages. We have 18 extra 
mouths to feed. I’m not licenced 
to train. We can’t get supplies. 
And these winnings won’t last the 
week.
Bridget pushes the papers forward to POV.
MATCH CUT TO:
DAY 4
INT./EXT. TRACK SUPERVISOR’S BOX - DAWN77 77
Papers and a daylog lay on MICK’S desk.
Horses and riders work the track in the early mist of dawn.
The Track Work Supervisor MICK monitors activities.











MICK makes entries in his daylog, sips his coffee and flips 
through a magazine.
Bridget works a horse lightly as Leonie pulls up along 
side.
LEONIE
Hi Bridge, you’re going easy this 
morning. You ok?
BRIDGET
Yeah. Just have a lot on my mind.
LEONIE
Come on, let’s put these guys 
away and take a break.
With the slightest of coaxing her horse jumps into a gallop 
and Bridget follows.
INT. STABLE - DAY78 78
Leonie helps Bridget to untack her horse as they chat.
LEONIE
So what. You’re behind on the 
bills a little, that’s no 
different then everyone else 
around here. Hell, it would be 
unaustralian to pay everything on 
time.
BRIDGET
No, I mean we’re really behind. 
I’d need a thirty thousand just 
to catchup this month.
LEONIE
Yeah, that’s a bit more than I’ve 
got in my sock drawer.
BRIDGET
Yeah? One step forward, two steps 
back.
Bridget fills the feed bucket and exits the stall.
LEONIE
As if you didn’t have enough crap 
to worry about.
BRIDGET
So much for the Tanner empire. 






What else can I do? I can’t train 
and I’m not stupid, I know they 
won’t just give me a license.
LEONIE
But you love it, and these horses 
are everything to you. Ok, I know 
there are early mornings and long 
days... and you can pretty much 
write off the weekends, but this 
is your life we’re talkin’ about. 
Surely there is someone who could 
front for you, while you do the 
hard yards.
BRIDGET
How? I can’t even pay Jodie right 
now.
Bridget hangs the tack as though it is the last time, and 
frames it up perfectly on the wall.
BRIDGET (CONT’D)
I have to sell, there’s no other 
choice.
Short of breath, Jodie bursts through the door of the 
tackroom.
JODIE
Where you been, I’ve bin lookin’ 
all over for ya. Bud needs to see 
you right away!
LEONIE
You raised in barn, girl?
JODIE
Actually... I may have been.




She bolts out the door.
Bridget struggling to trail.
The girls haphazardly run through the paddocks.
42.
EXT. BUD’S HOUSE - DAY79 79
Short of breath, the girls hammer at the front door.
INT. BUD’S HOUSE HALLWAY - DAY80 80
Bud works his way to the door.
BUD
Alright, alright, alright 
already!
Bud turns the knob and the girls pour in.
BUD (CONT’D)
I may be old, but I’m not deaf.
JODIE
You said it was urgent.
Jodie barges past him into the kitchen as they follow.
INT. BUD’S HOUSE KITCHEN - DAY81 81
BUD
I said it was important, not a 
raging fire.













Have a seat girls.
The girls settle at the kitchen table.
BUD (CONT’D)
Would you like something to 
drink?
43.






Bud uproots a cup from the dish rack, drops in a tea bag 
and fills it from the whistling kettle.
BUD
I’m gettin’ too old for this.
The teaspoon rattles in his cup as he trails off in volume.
BUD (CONT’D)
I spoke to the Racing Commission.
The silence drags uncomfortably as he leisurely slurps his 




And they’ve agreed to grant 
Bridget a temporary license, 
under supervision.
Jodie is elated, hugging Bud while he sips his tea.
BUD (CONT’D)
As an apprentice though.
INT. PUB - NIGHT82 82
Inside the local Pub, the celebration continues with all 
the crew.
Spirits are high and the festive mood runs into the wee 
hours of the morning.
Leonie arrives at the table with a tray of drinks.
LEONIE





She places the drinks around and makes a toast.
44.
LEONIE (CONT’D)
Here’s to Bridget... the best 
damn trainee trainer on the 
track.
The group throws in a Here here and toast the glasses.
BUD
Alright, this is my last one, 
then its time for bed.
JODIE
Com’on pop, you’d think you’re 
retired or something.
BUD
That’s a big statement for 
someone who shouldn’t even be 
served.
JODIE
I’m a big girl now.
BUD
Yes.. A little too big for your 
britches I’d say.
LEONIE
Don’t worry Bud, I’ll take her 
under my wing.
BUD
Brilliant. Why doesn’t that fill 
me with confidence?
Bridget taps her glass to gain everyone’s attention.
BRIDGET
I really want to thank all of you 
for your help, and especially Bud 
for that amazing surprise today.
BUD
You’re quite welcome, but you 
know, its still going to be hard 
work.
BRIDGET
I know, but thanks.
Bud stands his creaking bones.
BUD
Ok. That’s it for me, good night 
all.





Where’d ya get that? I asked 
hours ago and they told me the 
kitchen was closed for the night.
MICHAEL
Really now, that's the most 
nonsensical thing I have heard 
from you all night. It may have 
escaped your notice, my dear, but 
I am no ordinary man.
They all chow down and drink up.
EXT. PUB PARKING LOT - NIGHT83 83
Two guys SHYLOCK and RONNIE stand in the shadows.
SHYLOCK
I told you to give him some time.
RONNIE
He was never gonna raise it.
SHYLOCK
That’s not the point, and you 
don’t know that.
RONNIE
So what. They gotta know we mean 
business.
SHYLOCK
That’s exactly the my point. Its 
business, how do we do business 
with a dead man hunh! How we 
gonna collect now, from a couple 
of kids? No forward thought mate, 
no forward thought.
Michael exits the Pub with Leonie on his shoulder. The 
girls follow up with a wobble.
Bridget and Jodie head toward her car at the rear of the 
lot.
BRIDGET
(to Michael and Leonie)
See ya tomorrow.
JODIE
Good luck with that?
46.
The lot is perfectly silent now, as the single light 
flickers.
As Jodie retrieves the keys from her purse, they drop to 
the ground.
Both girls reach down for them, and as the straighten, 
RONNIE and the SHYLOCK appear next to them.
SHYLOCK
We want the money Henry owes us.
Riddled with fear, the girls say nothing.
Ronnie reaches out and removes Jodie’s keys from her hand, 
and carves into the bonnet paint the amount due. $167,000
RONNIE
I’ll be in touch.
EXT. WOODS - NIGHT84 84
Under the cover of dark, an unidentifiable man MATT wearing 
a collar-up jacket and ball cap carefully removes a 
telephoto lens from its bag and attaches it to a DSLR.
He positions himself, and sets the bag aside.
The long lens discreetly peers through the treeline.
A LENS VIEW sweeps the area. Nothing.
He extracts a sandwich wrapped in paper from a lunchbox.
Half of it drops on the ground, he dusts it off, then eats.
He opens a thermos pouring steaming coffee into the cap.
He lays back and settles in for a wait.
EXT. ROADSIDE RESTSTOP - NIGHT85 85
Trucks muscle down the highway in the dark of night.
A row of trucks are vacant and waiting.
One semi-trailer idles while a dim light glows in the cab.
INT./EXT. TRUCK CAB - NIGHT86 86
The driver is counting a wad of cash in an envelope.
The passenger side door of the cab opens abruptly.
47.
A Wiseguy named LEROY climbs in.
LEROY
What gives? You said you’d be 
here at 4:30.
Leroy opens a duffle bag at his feet.
TRUCK DRIVER 2
I’m sure I said 5:30.
He counts the bundles of cash in a black bag.
LEROY
We been sittin’ here for over an 
hour.
TRUCK DRIVER 2
You musta’ not heard me.
LEROY
Oh, I heard you, I heard you say 
4:30.




Why wouldn’t it be?
TRUCK DRIVER 2
We right?
Leroy zips the bag and exits the cab.
LEROY
I hope so. I’ll do this later, I 
can’t be late for my next pickup.
EXT. ROADSIDE RESTSTOP - NIGHT87 87
Leroy crosses in front of the cab towards a 4x4 and float.
TRUCK DRIVER 2
Hey.
The truck driver flings an envelope to Leroy.
TRUCK DRIVER 2 (CONT’D)
Ya got sompin’ for me misses.
Leroy flips through the bills then tosses a can of tomatoes 
up the cab window.
48.
The airbrakes vent, the transmission grinds and the truck 
grunts up the entry ramp into highway traffic.
FADE TO:
EXT. PADDOCK - SHED - DAWN88 88
BLACK. A car door slams waking our man in the woods.
The LENS VIEW pans the area, and captures an Prado with 
horse float backed up to a shed.
Two Wiseguys begin loading the horse float.
The camera pulls focus before the shutter rapidly chatters 
with a high-speed frame rate.
DAY 5
EXT. SHED - DAWN89 89
The men load a stack of boxes into the back of the horse 
trailer.
ANTONIO balances several boxes labelled as San Marzano 
tomatoes. The top box slips off and splits open when it 
hits the ground inviting comment from his mate.
LEROY
They fired their last produce guy 
you know.
He feebly attempts to return the box to its original state.
ANTONIO
What do you mean? Fired.
LEROY
He crossed over to the other 
side.
The box will never be the same.
ANTONIO
To the Cabraise family?
LEROY
Naw, cap in hand down the tunnel 
of white light.
ANTONIO




No. Apparently he got pinched and 
joined the program.
ANTONIO
That don’t make any sense. What 
would the Fed’s want with that 
dipshit. He don’t know anything, 
he just made deliveries.
LEROY
Yeah, well, I heard the cheese 
eatin’ greaseball was crackin’ 
onto Manny’s wife as part of his 
weekly route.
ANTONIO
Aaaawww man, where's the trust.
They continue loading the trailer.
LEROY
(Manny Ribera’s accent)
Hey Tony we gotta unload a boat, 
grass, twenty five tons, that's 




You gotta be kidding? Whaddayou 
think we are, baggage handlers?
He wipes his hands on his coveralls, with a cheeky smile.
ANTONIO (CONT’D)
(Tony Montana accent)
Five hundred dollars. Shit. 
What’d I do for you guys in the 
slammer, hunh? What was the 
Rebenga hit, games of dominos or 
somethin’? You’re talkin’ to 
important guys here.
EXT. WOODS - MORNING90 90
From a LENS VIEW the camera shutter chatters again.
A silent buzz tone of an iPhone interrupts the cameraman’s 
activities.
He pauses to check the message.
He retreats rapidly into the trees, but forgets to take the 
lens bag.
50.
The cameraman loads his gear into a vehicle.
EXT. TRACKSIDE - DAY91 91
Horses exit a road underpass tunnel. Others coast past the 
Track Supervisor’s Box.
Jamie hot-shoes a horse, and discovers a syringe needle 
wedged in the collateral groove of a hoof he tends to.
JAMIE
Hmmh?
Several horses work through the morning routine.
EXT. RACE TRACK - DAY92 92
Horses pace the track.
One horse sprints out with speed.
INT. CHANGE ROOM - DAY93 93
Glen loiters cheerfully with two other jockeys.
One jockey MOSS answers his phone.
MOSS
What!
He turns away slightly.
MOSS (CONT’D)
I heard you this morning.
He glances at Glen.
MOSS (CONT’D)
I know, but its not that easy.
Beat.
MOSS (CONT’D)




I’ll think about it. I said I’d 
think about it!
He hangs up abruptly, and turns to Glen.
51.
MOSS (CONT’D)
For Christ sakes! Do all these 
people think we can just throw a 
race without notice?
GLEN
Hey, keep it down.
MOSS
As if I can simply pull the 
outcome outta my ass.
GLEN
Are you on crack or somethin’? 
That’s not a conversation you 
wanna’ broadcast around here.
MOSS





Screw you, and screw them. They 
can get some other lackey to kiss 
their oily Wog ass.
EXT. GRANDSTAND - DAY94 94
Leonie sips a coffee in the grandstand while marking up a 
racing form. She glances up occasionally checking the 
horses as they breeze.
She tracks the sprinter with binoculars as it hugs the rail 
in the foreground.
LEONIE
Alright ya little tart, lets see 
whatcha got.
Beyond, the binoculars catch a trainer approaching a car 
arriving at the training entrance.
LEONIE (CONT’D)
And whatta we got here?
An arm extends from the window exchanging drug ampules for 
cash.
LEONIE (CONT’D)
(mocking in low a voice)
You got the stuff?...You got the 
money?
52.
The head tilts forward and the binoculars catch Matt’s face 
in the side mirror.
LEONIE (CONT’D)
Jesus!
EXT. REGIONAL TOWN CBD - DAY95 95









You crack me up.
JODIE
Jesus, do I ever stop talking.
They enter a clothing store.
INT. CLOTHING STORE - DAY96 96
They cruise down the isles and Jodie selects a top and 






Oh c’mon you didn’t even let me 
finish.
BRIDGET
The answer won’t be any different 




Jodie moves down the rack and yanks another top out.
JODIE (CONT’D)
How ’bout this one?
53.
Preoccupied, Bridget glances back at the doorway.
JODIE (CONT’D)
Don’t worry so much. Seriously, 
you’ve been watching way to many 




Jodie grabs another off the rack.
JODIE
All talk, no action. This one?
BRIDGET
You know we really don’t have 
time for this, can we do this 
later.
JODIE
It’ll only take a minute.





Bridget turns away and heads out onto the sidewalk.
She gazes left, checking each face thoroughly, then right, 
scanning for any discrepancy to normal, then resumes a 
brisk pace down the sidewalk.
EXT. TURF CLUB PARKING - DAY97 97
From the car window Matt tilts forward to scan the area.
A horse and jockey pass at a distance.
INT. MATT’S CAR - DAY98 98
Matt peels a mandarin and pops slice in his mouth.
The trainer at the window anticipates more drugs.
Matt’s iPhone receives a txt.






Matt brushes his hands out the window.
MATT (CONT’D)
So make it last.
He powers up the window, and notes the txt is from Jamie.
INT. CLOTHING STORE - DAY99 99
Jodie approaches the cash register. A male clerk unpacks a 
box of goods with his back turned to her.
She removes the hanger and drapes the garment on the 
counter while she opens her wallet to remove some notes.
As she grasps the notes, the wallet slips from her grip and 
drops to the floor spilling its contents. She places two 
$20 bills on the counter then bends to retrieve the rest.
FEMALE CLERK (O.S.)
Good choice, I love this top. I 
have one myself.
The cash register rings up the sale as Jodie collects the 
her cards and other items.
EXT. CLOTHING STORE - DAY100 100
Jodie scans the street in all directions, and notices a 
rolled cigarette butt just outside the doorway.
She scans again quickly, then steps back in the doorway.
JODIE
(to herself)
They’re all talk. They’re all 
talk?
Jodie hustles out the door.
EXT. GRANDSTAND - DAY101 101





You could say that...followed by 
a bigger morning that’s suckin’ 
the life outta me.
LEONIE
Quit complaining! You know what 
they tell you: don't do the crime 
if you can't do the time!
Matt arrives and lifts the racing form off the seat.
LEONIE (CONT’D)
Speakin’ of crime.
Matt circles a horse on the form and hands it to Leonie.
MATT
You sound like a seventies 
episode of Baretta. Since when 
were you deputized?
Leonie inspects his pick.
LEONIE
Really! Simbu in the seventh? 
C'mon, that nag couldn't go a 
mile in the back of a truck.
Jamie hands a bagged needle to Matt.
MATT





And you couldn’t throw it out 
yourself.
JAMIE
I found it wedged in the hoof on 
the last horse I shoed.









He studies it closely.
INT. BANK RECEPTION - DAY102 102





Ha! That’s funny JEFF, I’ve never 
heard you say that before.
JEFF
C’mon in and have a seat.
The Bank Manager (Jeff) and Bridget move into his office.
INT. BANK OFFICE - DAY103 103
Seated at Jeff’s desk.
BRIDGET
Thanks for seeing me in such 
short notice.
JEFF
No worries, I was planning to 
call you anyway. We need to 
discuss your father’s 
arrangements with the bank. You 
do know, there’s a substantial 
credit line and blanket mortgage 
over the property.
BRIDGET
I’ve been trying to sort the 
finances of the business and 





Apparently there was another 
arrangement he fell behind on, 
and I’m hoping you can help out 
with a short term loan to sort it 
out.
Jeff leans back as he delivers the news.
57.
JEFF
Actually Bridget, Henry was 
several months behind on the 
mortgage, and stretched the 
credit line well past his limit. 
Borrowing more is out of the 
question. In fact, I’d expect the 
a mortgagee auction if the 
arrears aren't sorted quick 
smart.





I’m sorry to have to be the one 
to tell you, but Henry stretched 
our friendship a long way, and 
the bank simply can’t carry that 
exposure. Besides, they’ve 
transferred the account to 





Is there any way you can raise 





Do what you can, and I’ll see if 
I can slow the process a little.
Jeff lifts out of his chair to open the door.
JEFF (CONT’D)
Have a chat with your accountant 
or you might consider getting 
some advice from a solicitor. 
Bill Benton is a good fella, I 
can give him a call for you if 
you like?
Consoling Bridget Jeff escorts her from the office.
58.
BRIDGET
Sure. Thanks Jeff, say hi to 
Molly for me.
JEFF
I’ll do what I can, it’ll all 
work out somehow.
EXT. BANK - DAY104 104
Jodie grabs Bridget by the arm as she exits the bank.
JODIE
Run!!
Bridget spots a man closing in on them...or not?
The girls veer into an alleyway.
EXT. ALLEYWAY - DAY105 105
They sprint past rubbish bins taking cover in a small gap 
between buildings.
BRIDGET
What the hell! Jodie--
JODIE






For godsakes Jodie, there’s no 
one following us. What’s gotten 
into you!
As Bridget motions forward to step, Jodie grabs her arm.
A man runs past and stops, having lost them. He abandons 
his pursuit and as he turns about-face they are square in 
his view.
Hand behind his back he moves in close, then whips his hand 
forward taking aim at Jodie’s face... with an EFPOS card.
STORE CLERK
Here. You left this in the store.




You could have posted it to her, 





The clerk abruptly departs as the girls eye each other and 
giggle.
INT./EXT. RONNIE’S CAR - DAY106 106
RONNIE watches Jodie from his car as they leave the alley. 
He flicks a butt out the window.
INT./EXT. MERCEDES - DAY107 107
Williams is seated in the back seat of a Mercedes-Benz.
WILLIAMS
It should be a pressure cooker by 
now.
SHYLOCK
They gotta be feeling the heat.
WILLIAMS
What about the bank?
SHYLOCK
They kicked it upstairs and 
they’re moving on collection.
Shylock eyes Williams in the rearview.
SHYLOCK (CONT’D)
You want me to put a real estate 
agent on it?
Williams considers his next move.
WILLIAMS




No. Get someone from out of town, 





Use our solicitor, and run it 
through the shell company, I 
don’t want it coming back to us.
Williams palms a wad of cash to the chauffeur.
WILLIAMS (CONT’D)









Williams pulls the racing forum out of the newspaper.
WILLIAMS
Did you organize today’s 
handicap?
SHYLOCK
I put RONNIE on it this morning.
WILLIAMS
You couldn’t find anyone else?
SHYLOCK
The other guys where busy and I 




A message. Not the Black plague.
Beat.
WILLIAMS (CONT’D)
You know what happened last time.
Williams snaps the forum up in front of his face.
MATCH CUT TO:
61.
EXT. RACE TRACK - DAY108 108
A spectator lowers a racing forum exposing Moss and Glen.
Moss and Glen mount their rides.




First decent ride I’ve had in 
months, and I’m s’pose to frolic 










Awe screw it. I didn’t become a 
jockey for this.
Horses load into the barrier.
The barrier smashes open.
The pack lunges forward.
Horses hammer down the track.
INT. DESIGNER STORE - DAY109 109
Michael appears from around a corner scouting for the store 
clerk.








This shirt is not a proper size 
at all. It should snug here, and 
up here.
Michael hands the garments to the clerk.
MICHAEL (CONT’D)
These will all have to be done 
over immediately.
Michael moves to the mirror as the clerk follows 
attentively.
Lou pears covertly through a clothing rack.
MICHAEL (CONT’D)
Where are my ties?
Michael moves up to the mirror and straighten the collar of 
a new shirt.
MICHAEL (CONT’D)
It isn’t, is it.
He turns to see a large burley man at the suit rack holding 
a jacket up for inspection.
MICHAEL (CONT’D)
Louis?
The man obscures himself more with the jacket.
Michael trying to place him, intent on remembering.
MICHAEL (CONT’D)
Louis?? Louis??








Well I must say you’re looking 
well.
LOU




The clerk arrives and hands him the ties.
LOU
You surprise me Michael, what are 
you doing here?
MICHAEL
I don’t mind telling you that I’m 
back in town for a stint.
Michael inspects each tie and hands them back one at a 
time.
MICHAEL (CONT’D)
And what of you?
LOU
Working security here and there.
MICHAEL




Lou searches the pocket and hands Michael a business card.
LOU (CONT’D)
I’ve got to run now, but lets 
catch up tomorrow for coffee.
He hands the other jacket to the clerk, and departs.
EXT. TRAIN YARD - DAY110 110
Vacant locomotives stand idle near the turn table.
The Roundhouse silence is broken when a crowbar drops.
The camera travels down the gap between trains where 
Williams and Shylock board a Heavyhaul engine.
INT. TRAIN ENGINE PASSAGE - DAY111 111








Leroy tosses 2 black duffle bags forward. Shylock opens 
them to see the cash.
LEROY
Two point five mill.
Leroy sets a paper shopping bag next to the duffle bags.
WILLIAMS
You’re a little light aren't ya?
LEROY
Yeah, I wanna talk to you about 
that.
WILLIAMS
Where’s the rest of it?
LEROY
That’s all I could gather on 
short notice.
SHYLOCK
Christ if you can’t even cover 
the down, how you plan on making 
the rest.
WILLIAMS
You’re not givin’ me much 
confidence here Leroy.
LEROY
I’ll have the rest soon.
SHYLOCK
Yur damn right you will!
LEROY
Today. This afternoon. I’ll have 
the rest.
Shylock grabs the duffles.
WILLIAMS
The products here. Bring the 
down, then we’ll talk about the 
balance.
Williams grabs his neck.
EXT. TURF CLUB PASSAGE - DAY112 112
Glen and other jockeys mingle retracing Moss’s win.
65.
Moss tops his mates paper cups.
A small man RONNIE approaches the group.
RONNIE
Which one of you is Moss?
Looking over at some other girl loading a horse into a 
float.
MOSS
The skinny blonde with the cute 
little ass.
They bursts into laughter as Moss guzzles the remaining 







You wanna know what my problems 
is.
MOSS
No. Not really. It was a 
rhetorical question.
RONNIE
I got a message from a friend of 
yurs.
MOSS
Oh. Well, that explains all.
Ronnie pulls out a semi-auto pistol and shoots Moss in the 
leg.
The group is shocked and lurch forward to help.
RONNIE
Stay! Stay away from him.
Moss is on the ground holding his bleeding knee and looking 
up as the gunman moves forward overtop of him. The gunman 






Shocking isn't it, that's just 
how we all felt when we saw that 
horse of yours cross the finish 
line. You should have done what 
you were told and thrown the 
race. It's not that hard really, 
could have gone wide, it wasn't 
the best starting position. Or 
bunched up in the pack, they were 
like sardines out there. Hell, 
you could have simply fallen off 
right out of the gates. Now I'm 
afraid you won't even place.
On the final deliberate blow we cut to black.
EXT. STABLE - DAY113 113
Black. Matt opens the boot of his car. He tosses a package 
into the boot. Bridget approaches from behind, but does not 
notice what was thrown in. He slams the boot closed.
MATT
Buenos dias bonita.
Bridget stops and responds with a forced smile.
BRIDGET
Cómo estás?




Yeah, its just been a hectic 
morning.
Matt gives her a hug.
MATT
C’mon I’ll treat you to nice 
creamy latte. Nothing like a good 
shot of caffeine to get that 
heart pumpin’.
BRIDGET
Oh, thanks. Just what I need?
INT./EXT. MATT’S CAR - DAY114 114
Matt movers the clutter from the passenger seat.
67.




The car swerves slightly.
MATT (CONT’D)
Hey would you mind if we made a 
quick stop on the way.
BRIDGET
Sure, no problem. You forget your 
wallet?
MATT
Nah. Just have to grab a bag I 
left about.
EXT. WOODS - DAY115 115
Matt and Bridget weave their way through the trees.
Bridget takes the lead.
They head towards an open paddock.
EXT. OPEN PADDOCK - DAY116 116
Matt reaches out to take Bridget’s hand.
They continue hand in hand.
They gaze cheerfully at each other.
Matt spots a cigarette butt smoldering in the grass.
BRIDGET
Well that’s irresponsible.
Matt’s head spins into surveillance mode.
BRIDGET (CONT’D)
Don’t people know how most fires 
get started?
Bridget’s foot twists out the cigarette butt.
BRIDGET (CONT’D)
Is that your bag?
Matt turns to view a camouflage backpack, as a gunshot 
rings out.
68.
Matt grabs Bridget and yanks her off her feet.
They run for cover at a nearby rock face.
EXT. OLD COTTAGE - DAY117 117
Matt throws her back behind the cottage.
A second bullet reports and splinters above their shoulder.
BRIDGET
Matt?
Matt pulls a pistol from under his jacket.
He cocks it.
BRIDGET (CONT’D)
You have a gun?
Matt shushes Bridget, and cautiously peers around the 
corner to pinpoint the shooter.
Simultaneously, a third round shatters the surface above.
Matt springs back, then slinks back to the other side, 
hugging the wall.
He works his way around, flanking the rifleman.
He fires several shots in rapid succession.
The rifleman tilts to one side, and falls to the ground.
Matt approaches with caution, then drops to his knees 
jamming the pistol into the rifleman’s skull.
Bridget follows, frightened.
Matt rolls him over.
Bridget is stunned, as Matt checks his pulse.
Matt pats him down, and searches for weapons.
Bridget is in shock as Matt administers CPR.
MATT
Go call triple zero.
Matt turns to Bridget.
MATT (CONT’D)
Bridget!! Go call the police.
Snapping out of it, Bridget stumbles forward into a jog.
69.
Matt watches her depart while he continues mediocre CPR.
Matt stands, then hauls back and kicks the dead body.
INT./EXT. SEDAN - DAY118 118
In a parked car, a man notices Bridget scrambling through 
the woods.
He watches as she disappears from sight.
Stepping from the car, he chambers a round in a silenced 
pistol.
Leaving the door open, he shuffles around it for a better 
vantage point.
He scans the woods and listens. Nothing.
INT. BUD’S HOUSE KITCHEN - DAY119 119
Bud serves Bridget a cuppa.
She tips in some sugar and spills most of it off the 
teaspoon.
She attempts to clean it up.
BUD
Just relax, you have enough to 
worry about. I’m sure there’s 
some explanation for it all.
BRIDGET
He shot the guy right in front of 
me. Why? Why would he do that?
BUD
Well...he was shooting at you.
BRIDGET
Yes, but why would Matt have a 
gun?
BUD
I’d say you’re pretty fortunate 
that he did.
Bud slides a plate of biscuits across the table.
BUD (CONT’D)
Look, lets put that aside for the 
moment, and think about what we 
need do to keep the bank at bay.
70.
Bud flips open a tattered auction brochure.
BUD (CONT’D)
I’ve been checking the bloodstock 
prices, and the west coast sale 
starts tomorrow. There’s a good 
chance you’d be able to raise 
enough with one or two horses.
Bridget’s empty gaze is fixated on the sugar bowl.
Bridget’s empty gaze dissolves into the window.
INT. POLICE STATION - DAY120 120
Through the window of an interview room Matt is seated 
across from a suited investigator GANNON.
Muffled conversation is faintly heard through the glass.
Another investigator FRIDAY walks about, and he is not 
happy!
The door opens and FRIDAY leaves.
INT. BUD’S HOUSE KITCHEN - DAY121 121
Bud reaches across the table to clasp her hand.
BUD
Bridget, it’ll be fine, a couple 
of horses won’t make any 
difference, just a few less 
mouths to feed. One good sale 
could sort the arrears and leave 




Two horses, that’s it.
BRIDGET
But how do I choose? I can’t 
choose.
BUD
Leave that to me. I’ll pick two 






INT. INTERVIEW ROOM - DAY122 122
Passing through the glass window.
Matt passively listens to the suit in the room.
MATT
...how would I know! I've never 
seen the guy before.
The investigator stands.
OFFICER GANNON
Ya know, if it was me. I’d be 
little concerned right now.
MATT
Do ya see me kicking back with a 
cold one?
OFFICER GANNON
Why not run the other way?
MATT
I wasn’t playing Chess. Not a 
lotta time to consider my next 
move.
The investigator shuffles past the coffee urn.
He props his shoe up on a chair then uses the tea towel to 
polish it.
He tosses the tea towel back by the urn.
Leaning on the wall, he unwraps a piece of gum.
OFFICER GANNON
Christ man, what possessed you to 
bring her along?
MATT
It wasn’t like that. I was just 
picking up a bag I left earlier.
The investigator fills a polystyrene cup from the coffee 
urn.
The door opens and the second investigator returns slamming 
the door behind him.
72.
DETECTIVE FRIDAY
Shit! You really screwed the 
pooch on this one.
He walks about agitated.
DETECTIVE FRIDAY (CONT’D)
Ok! Here’s how its gonna go. You 
are going to tell me what you 
saw. You’re gonna tell me what 
exactly went on out there. And 
you’re gonna tell me what in gods 
green earth you were doing there 






GANNON places the white cup of Java in front of Matt.
MATT
Sugar?
The investigator stares at Matt.
OFFICER GANNON
I not yur Barista.
MATT
Look, I’m telling ya, the guy 
came out of nowhere. What was I 
supposed to do.
Friday is holding back a dam of fury.
DETECTIVE FRIDAY
Well for starters, ya could used 
the subtle art of negotiation.
MATT
Maybe I could of talked to him? 
Maybe could of made off the other 
way? Maybe--
DETECTIVE FRIDAY
Maybe. Maybe. You can say maybe 
all goddamn day, but that doesn’t 
get rid of the stiff layin’ down 
in the morgue.
Gannon tosses a bowl of sugar packets on the table, then 
flicks a wooden stirstick straight into the cup.
73.
Matt looks up, dismissing his contempt as he reaches for 
the sugar sachets.
Matt systematically opens nearly every bag adding copious 
amounts of sugar to white coffee cup.
MATT
Did you search his bag?
DETECTIVE FRIDAY
That’s the least of your worries.
Matt stirs the cup, and balances the stirstick on the table 
before pushing the coffee away.
MATT
Christ! What a balls up.
OFFICER GANNON
Phuggg, you got that right.
MATT
So what now?
There is a tap on the window.
Detective Friday leaves the room.
Matt tilts the cup to inspect the brew.
Friday re-enters the room.
DETECTIVE FRIDAY
Alright. Get outta here. And 
don’t shoot anyone else today. In 
fact, don’t talk at anyone else, 
don’t even look at anyone else 
today, or you’ll be right back 
here with this black leather 
Oxford wedged straight up your 
ass.
EXT. ROADSIDE RESTSTOP - NIGHT123 123
Several trucks and trailers sit idle at the reststop.
The rear door of a semi-trailer close with a clang.
Leroy waves to the truck drivers, who’s arm acknowledges, 
as we hear the truck’s engine start.
The door of Leroy’s 4x4 opens, a bag of cash is thrown in.
DAY 6
74.
INT. DINER - DAY124 124
A waitress slides a big breakfast onto a table. Williams 
salts his eggs.
Matt plants himself down across from Williams.
The waitress returns to the booth with a latte.
WAITRESS
Something for you Sir?
MATT








Matt quickly scans the diner.
MATT
Look. Its just becoming too 
risky, someone’s bound to notice. 
They monitor everything, the 
compounds, the volumes, the 
frequency. Its all stacking up on 
a database somewhere.
WILLIAMS
Ahhh, quit worrying. You’re not 
even on the radar yet.
MATT
Tell that to Starsky & Hutch in 
the sedan across the street.
WILLIAMS
Don’t get all paranoid on me.
MATT
Its not paranoid, its cautious.
WILLIAMS
Don’t worry so much, I’m wired 
in. Relax.
Matt follows the waitress’s movements.
75.
WILLIAMS (CONT’D)
Get her to throw a couple Xanax 
in that coffee you ordered.
MATT
Yeah, well, I’m burning through 
Etorphine like its candy.
Matt pushes a package wedged in a newspaper across the 
table.
MATT (CONT’D)
Tell them not to muck around, 
this stuff is a thousand times 




I’m not kidding, they’re 
watching.
WILLIAMS
I’d know if they were.
MATT
How?
The takeaway coffee is served.
WILLIAMS
I’d know.
Williams eats his eggs.
EXT. STABLE - DAY125 125
Bridget and FIONA load 2 horses into a float.
INT./EXT. FIONA’S CAR - DAY126 126
The girls organise themselves.
FIONA
You know kid...
Leonie rifles around in the armrest.
FIONA (CONT’D)
They’re gonna be fine.
Fiona finds an old lolly and holds it out to Bridget.
76.
Bridget reluctantly accepts the lolly. at the same instant 










I’m on my way to the airport.
JODIE
You can’t leave now.
The moment lingers in silence, Bridget is exasperated.
INT. ROOM 613 - DAY127 127




I know who killed your father.
Jodie scans the desktop in front of her.
BRIDGET
Jodie quit fooling around, this 
isn’t funny. What do ya want?
JODIE
I’m not kidding. I have the proof 
here, come to the Belmont.
BRIDGET
Look Jodie, I can’t. I’m late for 
my flight already. We’ll talk 
about it when I get back.
JODIE
No, no. You have to come Bridget. 
You have to. The Belmont Midtown, 
room 613.
The phone connection is broken.
77.
Pulling back, we see a man RONNIE with his finger on the 
phone cradle as he removes the receiver from her hands.
RONNIE
That’s half the problem solved, 
now go sit down.
INT. CAFE - DAY128 128
Michael and Lou enjoy coffee together.
MICHAEL
So what does a man in security 
need a suit for anyway?
LOU
Personal security, VIP’s and for 
those moments you have to blend 
in.
MICHAEL
Sounds a tad mysterious Mr Bond.








I just spoke with Jodie, and 
she’s hatched some conspiracy 









Never mind, I’ll go myself.
MICHAEL
Ok, where is the little tart.
78.
BRIDGET
The Belmont Hotel. I’ll drop the 
horses first and meet you in the 
lobby.
INT. ROOM 613 - DAY129 129
Jodie is sobbing and while Ronnie surfs the channels.
A silenced gun lies next a can of tomatoes on the side 
table.
Jodie browses around the room, ending on the side table.
JODIE
I need to use the toilet.
The man ignores her.
She fidgets in the chair.
JODIE (CONT’D)
I’ll pee on the floor.
RONNIE
Leave the door open.
Jodie enters the washroom and eases the door half way 
closed.
Ronnie stares at the door, then returns to surfing 
channels.
INT. HOTEL WASHROOM - DAY130 130
Jodie searches for something, anything that will improve 
her odds.
She removes nail clippers from a toiletry bag and imitates 
a knife fight, before discarding them back in the bag.
She positions a bottle of cologne like mace, before the 
tiny puff of vapor makes her cough.
She rifles the sink cabinet.
EXT. AIRPORT BOUNDRY - DAY131 131
Bridget leans on the car as she makes a call.
A plane passes overhead.
The plane wheels touchdown with a puff of smoke.
79.
EXT. AIRPORT APRON - DAY132 132
A tug zooms past pulling a luggage train.
Horse containers are being raised to an airbus cargo door.
BOB bends forward and plugs one ear to answer his phone.







EXT. AIRPORT BOUNDRY - DAY133 133
BRIDGET
(raised voice)
Where do I go?
EXT. AIRPORT APRON - DAY134 134
Bob moves away from the plane.
BOB
Hold on.
In the background, horses are being loaded on an airbus.
BOB (CONT’D)
Freight terminal. Gate 4.
INT. HOTEL WASHROOM - DAY135 135
Jodie removes a wooden plunger handle from the cabinet and 
slaps it in the palm of her hand before turn round to the 
tub.
She yanks the shower curtain open.
JODIE
Huuh!
A bound body lies in the tub. The head is covered with glad 
wrap.
Jodie leans in to take a closer look.
80.
She pokes the body with a wooden handle.
MATCH CUT TO:
INT. PUB - DAY136 136
A pool cue breaking a fresh rack of balls.
Poker machines inhale patrons money.
A BOGAN sips a middy of draft while fixated on the monitors 






Mate, whatta ya sittin’ around 
for, get out and get the rest.
BOGAN
Yurrrr.
Leroy snaps the bag up and leaves.
LEROY
Distribution network. (Beat) 
You’re about as useful as a red 
light in GTA.
INT./EXT. TAXI - DAY137 137




Lou leans into frame and passes the cash.
Michael opens the door.
INT. HOTEL LOBBY - DAY138 138
They enter through the rotating door.






Bridget, Lou. Lou, Bridget. Ok, 
where’s our little drama queen.
BRIDGET
613.
Bridget, timid and nervous, studies the man Michael brought 
along.
They enter the elevator and the doors close.
INT. ELEVATOR - DAY139 139
The uneasy silence is accompanied by elevator music.
BRIDGET
(Whispering)










The guy that punched Dad at the 
track.
Michael turns to Lou, as Lou looks at Michael.
The elevator door opens.
INT. PATHOLOGY LAB - DAY140 140
Matt collects the pathology reports for Henry Tanner.
MATT
You got something for Tanner?
The receptionist hands him an envelope.
INT. ROOM 613 - DAY141 141





The man moves to the bathroom and pushes the door open.




Hurry up. Get the door.
He leaves the bathroom door open and returns to his seat.
Jodie emerges to answer the hotel room door.
Bridget, Michael enter, and Lou follows closely behind.






Lou coasts across the room to get a better view of the 
bathroom. He spots the body in the tub.
LOU (CONT’D)
That doesn’t seem like part of 
the job.
RONNIE
This is nonna’ yer’ business.
LOU
Well ya might think that, but 
you’d be wrong.
Stunned Ronnie can’t believe the brass on this guy.
RONNIE
Look mate, you ain’t sposedta be 
here.
Ronnie taps his gun against his thigh.
LOU
Guess I didn’t get the memo.
Lou sees the gun, but crosses to the telephone at the desk.
83.
RONNIE
Ok fella, hit the road before 
someone gets hurt.
Lou lifts the receiver to his ear and dials.
LOU
This doesn’t look like a plan I 
know of.
RONNIE
You deaf or sompin’.
LOU
Waddaya gonna do.
Ronnie looks on with disbelief.
RONNIE
Howbout for starters, I put a 
bullet in your head.
LOU
Surprise me.
Angry, he closes in with the gun raised.
RONNIE
Are you some sort of retard?
LOU
Calm down Ivan. There’s a vein 
popping out of your head. You’re 
gonna look pretty stupid when yer 
suckin on the end of my fist.
He pushes the silencer up to Lou’s head.
RONNIE
You must be David freakin’ 
Copperfield then.
Lou holds the receiver out.
LOU
Its for you.
He clocks the guy in the head with the telephone base.
The gun fires.
A fight scene occurs.
Lou inspects the hole in his trousers.
Michael passes a towel off the bed.
84.

















Lou winces as he snugs the scarf.
LOU (CONT’D)
He probably did pull the trigger, 
but I think you’ll find that he 
was paid to do so.
Tourniquet complete, Lou wipes down the phone.
LOU (CONT’D)
Lets go, before we have to pay 
for the carpet.
They file out and Lou closes the door.
EXT. PRODUCE SHOP - DAY142 142
A pedestrian walks past a old school produce shop.
INT. PRODUCE SHOP - DAY143 143
The Shylock enters the shop to find an OLD GEEZER reading a 
newspaper.
The old guy nods towards the back office.
Carrying 2 duffles and the shopping bag, the Shylock heads 
towards the back of the shop.
85.
INT. HALLWAY - DAY144 144
The Shylock makes his way down the hallway to the back 
room.
INT. OFFICE - DAY145 145
Two guys count a mountain of money on the desk and pack it 
into duffle bags. The cash machine roars.
The locked doorknob ratchets but the door remains closed. 
They ready their guns.
A fist hammers the door.
SHYLOCK
Open up.






With his pistol aimed he unlocks the door.
The Shylock enters.
COOKIE
What the hells wrong with you 
knocking on the door like the 
police. We could have shot you.
The Shylock smacks the pistol away. 
SHYLOCK
(to first man)
Ya, you could have done this in 
an hour too, but you’re still 
sitting here counting money.





Dropping off or picking up?
The Shylock exchanges his bags for duffles on the floor.
86.
SHYLOCK




Leave the rest in the safe when 
you finish.
Cookie offers a cigarette them lights one himself. Shylock 
takes the newly packed duffle bags and leaves.
EXT. PRODUCE SHOP - DAY146 146
Shylock opens the boot of his car as his phone rings. He 




He throws a duffle into the trunk space.
SHYLOCK (CONT’D)
Yeah, I heard.
The second duffles covers a sledgehammer.
SHYLOCK (CONT’D)
That guys a loose cannon.
He rights a jerry can from its side position.
SHYLOCK (CONT’D)
I’ll have a word with him.
Shylock slams the boot closed.
INT. AUCTION BARN - DAY147 147
The main barn buzzes with activity as horses shuffle 
between the auction ring and stalls.
Buyers scribble in their auction guide.
The auctioneer is heard in the background.
INT. AUCTION ROOM - DAY148 148
This entire scene covers the length of the actual 
auctioneers VO.
An auctioneer rambles through the figures.
87.
The buyers take notes with their best poker face.
A horse prances across the stage.
Ropers zealously motion for their defacto bidders.
The price board rockets by thousands at a time.
Bob tries to call Bridget, and leaves a voicemail.
The auctioneer calls the 3rd and final bid.
The gavel falls with the sound a SLEDGEHAMMER.
INT. RONNIE’S HOUSE - DAY149 149
The front door blasts open swinging away as debris flies.
Shylock tromps up the hallway, sledgehammer in hand.
He nudges doors open with the hammer head inspecting rooms.
A bedroom door creaks open with the help of the 20lb’er.
INT. RONNIE’S BEDROOM - DAY150 150
A girl is hog-tied on a mattress that lies on the floor.
A scabby lazyboy holds RONNIE while he smokes a cigarette.
RONNIE’S swollen face is covered on one side with a bloody 
makeshift bandage. His speech is slurred.




Can’t be over, it just got 
started. I haven’t had the meal 
yet.
SHYLOCK
Well you shoulda made a booking. 





Look asshole, I didn’t say it was 
optional.
88.
Ronnie ignores him and swigs a stubbie.
SHYLOCK (CONT’D)
Maybe you didn’t hear me dipshit.
The Shylock drags the sledgehammer across the floor and 
clobbers RONNIE in the head.
EXT. RONNIE’S HOUSE - DAY151 151
Shylock whips a dress through the back seat window of the 
Barina then places a jerry can in the boot and slams the 
lid.
CUT TO: BLACK
INT./EXT. ROAD (CAR) - NIGHT152 152
ON BLACK: The Tragically Hip - New Orleans Is Sinking 
plays. Follow on with dark flash forward montage.
SHYLOCK
Alright.
Reaching back the Shylock rips off girl’s blindfold, and 
from her POV we come OFF BLACK.
RONNIE moans in the passenger seat, Shylock punches his 
lights out again.
The car drives along a desolate road before turning up the 
lane of a sugar pine plantation.
Shylock removes the girl from the car. Unfolding a Black 
Ops tactical knife he cuts the cable ties restraining the 




She does so, expecting a bullet in the back.
After a stretch she glances back. A flash of light in the 
car is accompanied by the sound of a .357 Magnum.
The girl bolts.
Shylock opens the boot and drenches RONNIE and the car with 
fuel draining the ruminants of the can as a ignition trail.
He pulls a Zippo from his pocket and torches the car.
DAY 7
89.
INT. FRIDAY’S CAR - DAY153 153












Detective Friday clips his nails.
DETECTIVE FRIDAY
Besides nothing?
EXT. ROADSIDE - DAY154 154
Officer Gannon inspects a burnt out wreck.
Smoke lingers from the smoldering interior.
He chats to Friday on the phone.
OFFICER GANNON
I hate these barbecues jobs. 
Theres’ something about the smell 
of charred flesh that creeps me 
out. Its pointless anyway, we 
couldn’t lift anything off the 
car even if we wanted to. I can’t 
tell where the upholstery ends 
and the body starts.
DETECTIVE FRIDAY (O.S.)
Yeah, that scent is nauseating. 
The smell of burnt hair can cling 
to the nostrils for days. Still, 
its a step up from the bloated 
floaters. Think of those poor 
guys at the crematoriums cooking 
bodies one after the other. You’d 





INT./EXT. FRIDAY’S CAR - DAY155 155
DETECTIVE FRIDAY 
Never mind. We got movement.
The Mercedes pulls up to the curb. Williams jumps in the 
rear seat. The Mercedes pulls away as Friday twists his 
ignition.
INT. WAREHOUSE - DAY156 156
Williams and Shylock wait.
SHYLOCK




I felt funny about that guy right 
from the start. Just somethin’ 
about him that didn’t quite fit. 
Shoulda’ listened to myself. I 
never do that. Always say I will 
but never do. Just takin’ the 
easy road. Oh, he’ll be fine, 
don’t worry so much, but no gotta 
be some kinda homicidal maniac. I 
always knew that guy wasn’t 
right.
WILLIAMS
What’s done is done.
SHYLOCK
I mean really, seriously, what 
was I thinking after that first 
disaster. And why all the horses? 
What did they do? Nothin’ that’s 









Jesus Christ how old do you think 
that girl was? You can’t work 




What the hell are we doing here?
A metallic door clangs as a man approaches wearing a high-
vis vest. The blue shirt sleeve displays a customs patch.
CUSTOMS AGENT
Its in the bonded yard.
The agent hands Williams a key and a slip of paper.
CUSTOMS AGENT (CONT’D)
Don’t stay long, and I wasn’t 
here.
The agent turns and walks away. The word CUSTOMS appears 
plainly on the back of the vest.
EXT. CONTAINER YARD - DAY157 157
Shylock fiddles with the padlocked gate. A row of 
containers is visible in the background.
EXT. TURF CLUB - DAY158 158
Cars search for parking as a stream of racegoer’s funnel to 
the entry. The turnstiles buzz with activity as the crowd 
inside fills the grounds. Bookies crank their boards. 
Trainers prepare their challengers for the day. A tractor 
pulls the barriers into place.
We hear the typical race day on the PA in the background 
over this entire sequence.
EXT. HORSE TRANSPORT PARKING - DAY159 159
Trainers unload their horses from various trailers.
Jodie and Michael hover around their horse float as Bridget 
lowers the ramp preparing to unload.
Bridget tosses two halters and some blinkers on the floor.
92.
EXT. TURF CLUB STALLS - DAY160 160








I told you. It wasn’t random.
MATT
I know, but it just doesn’t 
follow any protocol.
JAMIE
Maybe it wasn’t meant to?
Glen passes Matt who appears bent over and about to spew.
GLEN
Kinda’ early for that.
JAMIE
Nah, we’re just lookin’.
Matt ignores them both while he searches.
JAMIE (CONT’D)
Hey. Did you hear about Moss.
GLEN
Hear about it. I’m still washin’ 




You could say that.
JAMIE




You didn’t hear. Got his ass 




He got his ass kicked alright. 
Five hours of surgery and a bed 
in ICU.
WHIP TO:
EXT. CONTAINER - DAY161 161
The doors of a shipping container swing open exposing a 
tightly packed wall of boxes. San Marzano tomatoes. The 
CAMERA pushes in on Shylock then the CAMERA WHIPS to the 
wall of boxes, where the CAMERA pushes in before the CAMERA 
WHIPS to Williams, and the CAMERA pushes in.
WILLIAMS
Let’s make some REAL money.
The CAMERA WHIPS to FRIDAY in the car using binoculars and 
the CAMERA pushes in.
DETECTIVE FRIDAY
Bingo!
He speed dials his phone.
CUT TO:
EXT. ROADSIDE - DAY162 162
A catatonic GIRL sits next to GANNON on the roadside as his 
phone rings. The CAMERA pushes in on GANNON answering his 
phone.
OFFICER GANNON
Yeah. (Beat) Excellent! I’m done 
here anyway. (Beat) I’ll head for 
the track.
The CAMERA WHIPS to the smoldering BARINA and the CAMERA 
pushes in before the CAMERA WHIPS to the CHARRED BODY, and 
the CAMERA pushes in.
WHIP TO:
INT. TURF CLUB CANTEEN - DAY163 163
A hamburger patty drops on the grill and sizzles before 
it’s crushed down by a spatula. The cooked patty next to it 
is scooped up and placed on a bun. The CAMERA follows on 
the burger to the counter and customer’s hand before the 
CAMERA pulls back to reveal Leroy.




Matt stops in his tracks as he tries to place the man he 
past. He whips his head around. From Matt’s POV the CAMERA 
WHIPS to Leroy.
Leroy wanders to the betting ring while eating the burger. 
The CAMERA pushes in on one of the race monitors covering 
the race about to begin. The post bell rings.
CUT TO:
EXT. RACE TRACK - DAY164 164
The barrier flies open. Horses explode out of the gates, 
and head down the track. The race caller delivers the 
ranking over the PA. (This should begin in snyc with the 
prior PA background)
WHIP TO:
INT. AUCTION BARN - DAY165 165
Bob with a finger in one ear on the phone with Bridget.
BOB
THEY SOLD. The money’s in your 
account now.
WHIP TO:
EXT. BETTING RING - DAY166 166
Dropping the phone from her ear Bridget approaches the 
betting ring. CAMERA pushes in on Bridget.
BRIDGET
Thirty thousand each way on Blue 
Moon in the seventh.
CAMERA WHIPS to surprised Bookie as Bridget takes a Plunge. 
CAMERA pushes in as he glances to our right.
WHIP TO:
EXT. TRACKSIDE - DAY167 167
Jodie and Glen standing trackside in Bridget’s absence.




CAMERA whips to Glen and again CAMERA pushes in on Glen.
GLEN
Shit!
CAMERA WHIPS to Matt using his iPhone to snap a distant 
picture of Leroy.
WHIP TO:
EXT. CONTAINER - DAY168 168
Shylock closes the container doors and locks the handles.
WHIP TO:
EXT. TURF CLUB PARKING - DAY169 169
GANNON getting out of his car. CAMERA WHIPS to the GIRL 
getting out of his car. The PA can be heard in the 
background.
CUT TO:
INT. FRIDAY’S CAR - DAY170 170
Friday following Williams limo for a period.
He txt’s Gannon “On my way”
CUT TO:
EXT. TURF CLUB ENTRY - DAY171 171
Gannon’s phone receives the txt as he and the GIRL push 
through the turnstiles.
EXT. TURF CLUB GROUNDS - DAY172 172
They navigate the crowd searching for the Colourful racing 
identity.
Big hats abound as they scour the fashion contest.
Horses circle in the mounting yard as jockeys mount.
The Bookies crank the odds board in the betting pit.






EXT. TURF CLUB ENTRY - DAY173 173
Williams Mercedes roles up to the front entry. Shylock 
opens his door and hands the keys to the valet.
Friday arrives as well and follows through the turnstile.
EXT. TURF CLUB SAND ROLL - DAY174 174
Leroy wades through the sand.








Its stashed in the car, but I’m 
still a hundred short.
SHYLOCK
(angry)
You hairy little goat.





That boys’ heading for the long 
odds. 
SHYLOCK
I can scratch that imbecile right 
now if you want.
WILLIAMS
Nah he’s not unbackable yet. Lets 
see what he does with the 
delivery.
97.
Williams nods Shylock to follow, and he does.
INT. TURF CLUB OFFICE - DAY175 175
DETECTIVE FRIDAY, OFFICER GANNON, and MATT gather by a 
window with the zoned out GIRL gazing through the glass.
OFFICER GANNON
This is hopeless. Way too many 
people, and she can’t even think 
straight. Christ, I can’t even 
think straight.
DETECTIVE FRIDAY
Yeah the place is packed. We’re 
never gonna find’em like this.
MATT
They’re here somewhere. Get some 
uniforms on the gates, they’re 
gonna come out eventually.
OFFICER GANNON
(looking at the girl)
I gotta do something with this 
one, before they put her face on 
a milk carton.
DETECTIVE FRIDAY
Look, we’ve got enough now, we 




They turn to view a sea of people.
OFFICER GANNON
Where?
Tapping her finger on the glass...
GIRL
There! There. Right there.
OFFICER GANNON
That’s the guy I showed you.
GIRL
No, no behind him.
OFFICER GANNON
(to Friday)
Stay with the girl.
98.




EXT. TURF CLUB EXIT - DAY176 176
Shylock and Leroy weave through the crowd to the turnstile.
LEROY
I’m parked on the other side.
SHYLOCK
I’m in valet.
They split in opposite directions.
Matt and Gannon follow in pursuit, but as they clear the 
turnstiles the criminals are missing. They tap off into 
separate directions.
EXT. TURF CLUB TUNNEL - DAY177 177
Matt skims the fence line and spots a head in the distance.
EXT. TURF CLUB PARKING - DAY178 178
Gannon wanders between the cars in the opposite direction.
EXT. TURF CLUB FENCE - DAY179 179
Matt rounds the fence line to the horse transport parking.
EXT. HORSE TRANSPORT PARKING - DAY180 180
Leroy opens the boot of his car and removes one duffle bag 
exposing the spare, jack and a wheel wrench. He reaches in 




Matt has the drop on him. Without a word, Leroy spins round 
and hammers Matt’s gun with the tyre-iron. Matt spills back 
dropping his weapon and the bag.
Leroy plows over Matt and bolts with the other bag.
A chase ensues and Leroy tosses the bag in the back of a 
horse float on the run.
99.
EXT. TURF CLUB TUNNEL - DAY181 181
With a lightened load, Leroy widens the gap as they race 
towards the members lot.
EXT. VALET PARKING - DAY182 182
Shylock watches Leroy approaching at speed.
SHYLOCK
What the ffff?
Leroy races right past Shylock flicking his head back.
LEROY
Theres’ yur money!
Shylock tracks Leroy’s exit line as he passes. When he 
turns back Matt approaches at speed, bag in hand.
Shylock king-hits Matt, then casually draws a .357 and 
checks the bag contents while pressing his foot on Matt’s 
chest.
SHYLOCK
Where’s the rest dickwad.
Matt’s gun rests a distance from his grasp.
From another angle, and unaware, Williams whistles to 
Shylock breaking his concentration momentarily. Matt jerks 
towards the gun. Shylock appears to take the shot.
A pause lingers as time stops in a slow-motion rotation.
Strangely, Matt lies on the ground unharmed, but blood 
gradually soaks through Shylocks shirt.
Gannon paces forward through a row of parked cars, lowering 
a gun to his hip, and collecting Williams on the way to 
Matt.
MATT
Holy hell, what a cliché.
OFFICER GANNON
That’s one thin script yur 
writtin.
Shylocks lifeless body thumps to the ground.




That was a risky grab.
MATT
Chekhov's gun. If its on the 
ground, you gotta use it.
OFFICER GANNON
(to Williams)
That’s All too hard.
EXT. RACE TRACK - DAY183 183
The PA blares as the horses tear down stretch to the line.
RACE CALLER (V.O.)
...but now Trojan Park starts to 
wind up. That’s All Too Hard from 
Trojan Park and then came 
Bonnaro. That’s All Too Hard a 
neck in front. Trojan Park stride 
by stride getting to the three 
year old. Trojan Park got up to 
That’s All Too Hard, as they hit 
the line. 
EXT. GRANDSTAND - DAY184 184
The crowd goes wild.
RACE CALLER (V.O.)
Trojan Park one two it, to All 
Too Hard. Third three lengths 
away baby Bonnaro from Wintopia 
who kept on giving something.
EXT. BETTING RING - DAY185 185
Punters mingle about in the usual disappointment.
RACE CALLER (V.O.)
Summer Speed got home from Shoot 
Out and further back was Pintaro 
and Silencio...
EXT. TRACKSIDE - DAY186 186
Bridget discards her ticket stubs.
101.
RACE CALLER (V.O.)
...Happy Trails followed by Blue 
Moon never a hope and No More 
Joyous after racing wide.
EXT. TURF CLUB GROUNDS - DAY187 187
Revellers mill about as many others head for the exit.
RACE CALLER (V.O.)
Vinton towards the end followed 
in then by Mass Harmonia and last 
to finish is Dwindling Interest.
The grandstand drains leaving the emptiness of destroyed 
hopes.
Racegoers fall to the ground, planking among beer cans and 
swigging straight from champagne bottles.
The crowd thins, exposing punters flaked out on the grass 
amongst a field of scattered rubbish.
EXT. TURF CLUB STALLS - DAY188 188
Trainers hot-walk horses, some cool down in the wash bay, 
others head to the horse transport parking.
EXT. HORSE TRANSPORT PARKING - DAY189 189
Jodie leads a horse through the transport parking lot.
Bridget closes from a distance.
BRIDGET
Jodie! Wait up.
Jodie pauses briefly and waits for Bridget to gain ground, 









Bridget ignores her now.
102.
They arrive at the float.
JODIE (CONT’D)
That’s all we had.
BRIDGET
Yes, but it wasn’t enough.
JODIE
What’s enough? Enough to pay the 
bills this month. Enough to keep 
us going for another? Enough keep 
on battling.
BRIDGET
It still wouldn’t solve the bank.
JODIE
Bud could have helped you with 
that.
BRIDGET




You still gotta deal with them.
Jodie hands the halter lead to Bridget and unpins the 
safety on the rear of float lowering the ramp.
She kicks some gear across the floor.
JODIE (CONT’D)
It sucks!
She kicks a bag which hardly moves.
JODIE (CONT’D)
(frustrated)
Owhhhh...piece of a shit.
Jodie stomps on the bag edging it across the floor before 
slipping under the rail into the next stall.
JODIE (CONT’D)
It wasn’t over.
Bridget coaxes the horse in before stepping out.
Jodie kicks the bag in frustration, then picks up the other 
gear. A coat hangs on the crossbar.
JODIE (CONT’D)
We coulda’ made it work.
103.
Staring straight at Briget, Jodie halls back and boots the 
bag towards the door and throws the gear over top of it.
JODIE (CONT’D)
Here.
Bridget lifts the gear off the bag. They both look at it.
BRIDGET
Phhhg. Not mine.
Bridget turns heading to the boot. Matt meets her face-on 










Well there’s always another.
BRIDGET
No. Its all over. I’m finished. 
My last chance went down the 
drain with my plunge as a punter.
Jodie’s head peeks out from the rear of the trailer.
JODIE
Bridge?
She tactfully nods for a private rendezvous in the back.






Jodie shakes her head ever so slightly.
JODIE
Later.





Its in the back.
A hand yanks the zipper shut on the bag. Jodie lifts the 
bag and rounds the opposite corner of the trailer right 
into Matt’s face, dropping the duffle. Matt stares down at 





Matt bends and pulls the zipper a tad, before closing it. 
He grabs the handles and lifts the bag heading back to 
Bridget with Jodie in tow.
JODIE (CONT’D)
Awe c’mon!




You never know your luck at the 
track.
Matt places the bag in the back of the Prado directly in 
front of Bridget. She unzips the bag.
INT. FOYER - NIGHT190 190
A doorbell rings. Dogs bark.
BRIDGET (O.S.)
Can somebody get that?
INT. LIVINGROOM - NIGHT191 191
Michael strides past the TV to the sofa and throws himself 
across Jodie’s lap.
At The Movies continues in the background.
Michael flicks through and discards DVDs from a pile.
MICHAEL
Twilight, no. Dear John, no. 
Never Been Kissed, no. 
105.
(MORE)
Note Book, ummmm, nope. Titanic. 
Will that boat ever sink.




Yeah! Lets watch that.
MATT
No thanks, I’ve had enough of 
double lives for a while.
Matt snuggles up to Bridget on the couch.
BRIDGET
One life is fine with me.
She reaches over and digs her hand into a bowl popcorn that 
rests on a circular glass table top.
The camera tilts down revealing the table being supported 
by the black duffle bag.
Bridget passively comments to Michael.
BRIDGET (CONT’D)




Michael loads the disc.
Glen squeezes up to Jodie.
Jamie seems content next to Lionie.
They all settle in comfortably.
Michael points the remote at the TV and starts pressing 
buttons. The TV switches from At The Movies to snow.
MICHAEL (CONT’D)
How do I switch it from TV to 
HDMI.
As the camera pushes in to the TV frame, the channels 
switch from snow to snow, then it pauses.
MICHAEL (CONT’D)
Never mind, I’ve got it.
CUT TO: BLACK
106.
MICHAEL (CONT'D)
